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Abstract-The authors apply certain operators of fractional calculus (that is, integrals and deriva- 
tives of arbitrary real or complex order) with a view to evaluating various families of infinite integrals 
associated with functions of several variables. They also present relevant connections of the infinite 
integrals evaluated in this paper with those given in earlier works on the subject. @ 2001 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
One of the most frequently encountered tools in the theory of fractional calculus (that is, inte- 
grals and derivatives of arbitrary real or complex order) is furnished by the Riemann-Liouville 
(fractional differintegral) operator Ot defined by (cf. [1,2]) 
1 z 
2w(4~ := J l-Y-p) 0 (z -cr-“-1 f(C) 4,P(P) < Oh g W”{Wh (1.1) (7-n - 15 m(p) < m; m E n), 
provided that the integral in (1.1) exists, N being (as usual) the set of positive integers. From 
among numerous interesting (as well as useful) known properties of the Riemann-Liouville oper- 
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ator Q‘, we recall here the following extension of the classical Leibniz rule: 
for fractional calculus. 
The extended Leibniz rule (1.2) suffers from an apparent drawback in the sense that the inter- 
change of the functions f(z) and g(z) on the right-hand side is not obvious. A further (symmet- 
rical) generalization of (1.2) is given by the bilateral series: 
which obviously is the special case K = 1 of the generalized Leibniz rule [l, p. 3171: 
where (and throughout this paper) 
P 0 .- r(P + 1) P V .- Iyp - v + l)l?(v + 1) = ( > j.l-v ’ (I.&v E cc). 
An interesting integral analogue of the Leibniz rules (1.2)-(1.4) is also known (cf. [3]): 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
in which the interchange of the functions f(z) and g(z) is obviously permissible on the right-hand 
side as well. When the integration variable w is replaced by w + v (v E Cc) or, more generally, by 
KU + v (v E Cc; K > 0), (1.6) readily assumes its equivalent forms: 
and 
D”(.G) 9(z)] = J_m_ (v T w) K”-“{f(z)] Gf”{9(z)] d& (P, v E e) (1.7) 
R!U(z) 9(z)] = J_ml K (v JKW) K”-““U(z)] E+““{9(z)] h, 
(l-8) 
which evidently are more in line with (1.3) and (1.4), respectively. 
Many earlier works made use of (1.4) and its particular cases (1.2) and (1.3) in deriving 
unilateral and bilateral expansions associated with various special functions in one and more 
variables (see, for example, [4], and the references cited in this recent work). The main purpose 
of the present sequel to these earlier works is to apply anyone of the equivalent results (1.6)-(1.8) 
in order to evaluate various families of infinite integrals involving certain multivariable functions 
which are defined by (absolutely convergent) multiple series with essentially arbitrary coefficients. 
A number of (known or new) applications and special cases of these infinite integrals will also be 
considered. 
The following result (given elsewhere by Srivastava [5, p. 195, Theorem 21) will be required 
in our present investigation. Its demonstration is based largely upon the familiar fractional 
differintegral formula: 
0; {zx} = r(x + l) zh, 
r-(x - p+ 1) 
(p E C; x E C\Z_; z- := (-1, -2, -3,. . * }) . (1.9) 
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THEOREM 1. In terms of a suitably bounded multiple sequence 
@(Cl 7...,4-)I, (ejEN-J:=MU{O}; j=l,...,?-) 
of complex numbers, define the multivariable function F(z~, . . . , z,) by 
F(a, . . . ) ZT) := 2 ( R ll,..., f$)*:‘...*$, 
el ,..., e,.=o 
(I.~jl < Rj; j=l,...,r). 
(1.10) 
Also let 
@&I4 
< (1.11) 
Then 
0,” {z’-’ F (qzf’, . . . ,&,-)} = ,z?-+-~ @y3x-p) (~~$1,. . . ,&‘.) , 
(A $ Z- U (0); & > 0; IXj ~“1 < Rj; j = 1,. . . ,T) 7 
provided that each member of (1.12) exists. 
(1.12) 
2. A GENERAL FAMILY OF INFINITE INTEGRALS 
We first state our main result as the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Corresponding to a multivariable function G(z1,. . . , z,) defined by 
G(a ,...,.&):= 2 A(m1,. . . ) m,) zy . . . .p, 
ml,...,m.=O 
(IZjl < Sj; j.= 1,. * * ,S) 7 
(2.1) 
where {A(ml, . . . , m,)} is a suitably bounded multiple sequence of complex numbers, let 
Ccl 
@pqZl,. . . ) z,) := c rtX+M)A(ml ,..., m,)*~‘...z~*, 
ml,...,mm=O r(p + M) (2.2) 
(M := vlrnl + . - - +qsm,; 7)j >O; IZjl <Sj; j=l,...,S). 
Also let ~P”)(zI,. . . , z,.) be given by (1 .ll) and define the (T- + s)-variable function 
QgqXl, . . . TX?-; 91,. . . , YS) 
9(X”l)(Xl ,c3q ,..*,xr; Yl,..., Ys) := 2 5 r(x + L + M) 
el ,..., e,=o ml ,..., ms=o reel + L + w 
.R(tl ,..., i?,)A(ml,..., m,)2:1...x~y~‘...y~*, 
(2.3) 
(IXj( < Rj; j=lr...7~; I~kl <Sk; k=l,...,~), 
where L and M are given already with (1.11) and (2.2), respectively. 
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Then 
* ~(~--)(yl,. .., ys)t G!q 
7 
(!x(p+a) > 1; ]XjJ < Rj; j = 1)“‘) r; ]yrc] <Sk; /c = l)..., s; K > O), 
provided that each member of the integral formula (2.4) exists. 
PROOF. Our derivation of the assertion (2.4) of Theorem 2 would make use of the integral 
analogue (1.8) of the generalized Leibniz rule (1.4) and such fractional differintegral formulas 
as (1.12) given by Theorem 1. Indeed, if in terms of the multivariable functions 
Jya,. . . > G) 
defined by (1.10) and (2.1), respectively, we set in (1.8) 
f(z) = ,9-l F (x1 .&, . . . , z,. h) (2.5) 
and 
g(z) =-~O-~G(y~z~l,...,y~~~~), (2.6) 
respectively, and make use of (1.12) and its analogue applicable to the multivariable function 
in (2.6), we readily arrive at the integral formula (2.4) upon setting z = 1 or making the following 
changes of variables: 
Xj H XjZ-“, (j = l,***,T) and ?Jj H TJj Z-))3, (j = l,...,s). 
3. APPLICATIONS INVOLVING SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
Two interesting consequences of Theorem 2 are worthy of note. If, in the infinite integral (2.4), 
we set 
a=1 and y1 = . . .=ys=o (3.1) 
or 
p=l and xi = .a. =xr=o, 
we shall obtain two essentially equivalent integral formulas given by 
THEOREM 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, 
(3.2) 
Q:pm4(xl ,‘a*, XT-) = fr(p+l) 
s 
cy) 
sin[n(v + KU)] 
-_oo (~+U)r(/J-V--_ICW+l) (3.3) 
. +wP+v+nw) cxl I”‘, XV) h, 
and 
@~~.w4 (yl, 
1) . . ..ys) = Zr(p+l) s 
co 
sin[7r(V - p + u)] 
-_oo (v-P+RW)r(V+W+l) (3.4) 
. d++---qyl,. . . , ys) dw, 9 
(R(U) >O; (Yjl <Sj; j=l,...,S; p$Z-; (CL-V)/K$?Z; K.>O), 
provided that each member of (3.3) and (3.4) exists. 
Each of the assertions (2.4), (3.3), and (3.4) can be applied with a view to obtaining inte- 
gral formulas associated with the (Srivastava-Daoust) generalized Lauricella function of several 
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variables (cf. [6, p. 37 et seq.]). For a simple example illustrating the usefulness of Theorem 2 
and Theorem 3 in deriving integral formulas involving multivariable hypergeometric functions, 
we first choose to apply a special case of (3.3) with 
& = . . . =&.=l and p=x+/.A. 
Following the usual notations and conventions (cf. 6, p. 38]), we thus, find from (3.3) that 
FP:Pl;...;P,- 
q+l:q1;...;q, 
CT) ;. . .; ap,_ ; ( > 
Q,*..,G 
;...; ( > bt) ; 1 
= x l?(X) qp + 1) s co sin[7r(v - p + KU)] -_oo (v-P+ICW)r(V+ KLJ+l)r(x+~--_--_) (3.5) 
(UP) : . FP:Pl.;-.;P,. 
(c&) ; . . . ; (&!) ; 
q+l.q1;..477- 
lcl’*‘*‘zT dw’ X + p - v - /cw, (bq) : (bbl);...; (b:)); 1 
(wx + P) > 0; (P - VI/K 4 z; K. > 0) 1 
provided that each member of (3.5) exists. 
Next we similarly consider the following multivariable hypergeometric form of the asser- 
tion (2.4) of Theorem 2: 
P: 
. Fh;...;p,- 
(a;,);...;(&.)); 
l:q1;...;q, 
p-/L+v+fcw: (b;l);...;(bg)); 21”e*‘zT 1 
(T: 
. F;;~;~F;;. 
(c;,);...; (cc); 
u-v-w: (d&);...;(&); yl’-.-‘ys 
1 
Fl,:pl.;...?,:; ‘I ...;?‘, l.qt,...,q,-,vl;...;v. 
p+o-1: (&) ; . . . ; (&?) ; (c&) ; . . . ; ($1) ; 
p+g-p-1: (b;‘&.(bg)); (d;‘&.(&)); 21”“‘zCT’Y1”‘*rYs 1 ’ 
(3.6) 
(rn(p + ff) > 1; K > O), 
which, in the special (or confluent) case when 
p, = qr = us = 21, = 0, 
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[ 
P: 
. F1:pl;...;P?.-l;O 
(a;,) ; . . . ; (a:.::)) ; -; 
l:ql;...;q,._l;o Xl,..., XT 
p-_cL+v+w: (t&J;...; bg::’ 
( > 
; -; 
Yl,***,Ys 
fJ - v- Ku : 
;...;p,-l;U1;...;Zla_l;O 
(3.7) 
Xlr...r~,-l,Yl,...rlls-lr~~+~. 
p+o-p-1: (b;,);...;(bg,-;)); (d:,);...;(d:;:!,)); -_; 
(!x(p+ 0) > 1; IE > 0). 
In the integral formula (3.6), we now set 
r = s, pj - 1 = qj = uj - 1 = uj = 0, and Xj = Yj7 (j = l,...,r), 
and apply the particular case p = q = 1 of a reduction formula given by Srivastava [7, p. 3083, 
Equation (21)]. For Lauricella’s fourth function FK) in r variables (cf. [6, p. 33, Equation 1.4(4)]), 
we thus, find from (3.6) that 
. @‘I [P, al 7”‘, (Yr;p-~+v+K.w;xl,...,x,] 
. F$“) [a, PI,. . . , ,&; o - v - KM; ‘x1 7”., x,] 
r(p+a- 1) = 
~rmwrb+~ -I-L- 1) 
.F~'[p+a+l,al+pl,...,cu,+p,;p+a-IL-l;xl,...,xP], 
(3.8) 
In precisely the same manner, for one of the familiar confluent forms @g’ of the Lauricella 
function FE) (cf. [6, p. 35, Equation 1.4(14)]), (3.7) leads us to the integral formula 
r(p+0- 1) 
= ~r(p)r(qyp+(~ -j-4- I) 
.@b’)[p+c7-l,al+pl, . . . ) ~,-l+~,-l;p+~-CL--;x1,...,2,-1,x,+YY,], 
(Wp + 0) > 1; K > 0; m=+ll,. . . , (x,-11} < 1; m~{l~,l, 1~~1) < 00). 
(3.9) 
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In terms of the Lauricella function Fg) and its confluent form Qg’, a special case of each of the 
integral formulas (3.6) and (3.7) was derived recently by Srivastava [8], who also gave the further 
special cases (3.8) and (3.9) when v = 0 and K = 1. In fact, this recent work of Srivastava [8] 
already provides interesting multivariable extensions of the integral formulas considered earlier 
by Arora and Koul [9] and Osler [3]. 
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